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Officers Arrest a 28-Year Old Man for Menacing with a Weapon

On March 5, 2020 at 2:52pm, Tigard Police officers were dispatched to a report of a disturbance with a weapon at 10230 SW Washington Square Road near Panera Bread.

The suspect described as a white male adult with dark hair, baggy jeans, and a black shirt, reportedly was approaching shoppers in the vicinity while holding a knife. The subject then fled by foot to Lincoln Center at 10220 SW Greenburg Road.

The suspect allegedly continued to approach people with a knife in his hand, tried to enter a car, and followed an employee into the lobby of tower #3.

With the help of bystanders, officers quickly located and then arrested Sebastian Nicholas Snow, 28-years old, after a brief foot pursuit at 2:57pm, taking him into custody on charges of menacing with a weapon. The suspect will be booked into the Washington County Jail.

There were no injuries reported by the people approached. However, the suspect injured himself during the incident.